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If you have much US correspondence I suggest you do as I do, typo or print. I also have poor handwriting. I's not at all sure about your name. But I write becauoe I do not cons:Lder letters of concern, like the ono you wrote, at all nutty. Not that It don'tg get some that arc! 
There is a real problem with books on the assassination for the average person reader= knowing what is and is not responsible and deciding whether or not the booko of conjecture are based upon rev]. fact. 
Of the books you mention the two best, rid very fine they are, are I-Lead-Lori:3 and Roffman' n, both also out of print. Neithor is sty  11  active in the field and while Roffban is young, as Meagher is not, he stays so busy I rarely hear from him. lie is now a lawyer on the west coast. 
It is impossible for me to bring you up to date on my work but I do keep a list of those who express interest and if and when I  an able to publish more they will all be informed. In your case, please send mo a legible nano and address if you want to receive any notice. 
I have do no 4.irk on the RFK case and I know of no really responsible hook. However, a young friend of the late Allard Lowenstein, who was interested, has taken steps under the Freedom of Information Act to obtain official records and he does plan a book. 
You ask about public response to my work. It has been almost entirely fine and encouraging and I guess at least 15,000 strnngers have written mo. (Can you imagine the time away from work responses take?) 
Executive Action is a cheap commercialization of a CIA din1nfornnAion I:ork aimed at confusion witl:dn the US. It is fiction, created by the French counterpart of CLI and then ripped off by nark "ane and qon Freed, whose movie connections got it out. There was no PPC0 involvement of nay kind. 
I did not publish Oswald in New Orleans, and it io out of print ond I think costly. I've obtaine-t n few copies, which n2s&;25.00 plus postage, and that i* rather nuch for a book that was only 95;1 to begin with. Thanks for 1,:iting and please encase my haste. 

tincerely, snag 
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